
You have set sail from your classroom; your destination 
is.........the 'Secret island'

You anchor your ship just offshore and must swim around the 
outside of the island - be careful because something lives on the 
island!

When you return to the ship your captain tells you that at the right 
moment we must sneak on to the island - but we must move around very 
quietly and very very slowly - we must not wake 'The something'

The captain calls you and asks you to swim back to the boat; it is 
time to tell you what lives on the island........we have landed on 
the island of Komodo - home of the mighty Komodo dragon!

The captain tells you that at the right moment we must sneak back on to 
the island - if you hear the captain shout 'Komodo!' You must run inside 
one of the hoops. If it's a green hoop you must make the shape of a tree 
and stay perfectly still! If it's a yellow hoop you must make yourself 
as small as possible and hide perfectly still in the sand. If it's a red 
hoop pretend to be a Komodo dragon yourself - but stay very still, by 
doing this you may fool the Komodo dragon into thinking you are not 
there!

The Captain calls you back to the ship - he thinks the 
komodo Dragon might wake up very soon. The captain 
suggests that when we next go on to the island that we 
should try and trick them by moving around like some of the 
other island animals - if the captain shouts 'Komodo' 
everyone must freeze in their shape and hold it perfectly 
still - Komodos can only see you if you move!

The captain calls you back to the ship one last time. It's time to tell 
you the reason that we sailed all the way to the Komodo islands ....... 
We have come on a secret mission from our headteacher to take the 
Komodo Dragons treasure - in order to do that we must all start on 
one end of the island and sneak towards the Komdodo Dragons 
treasure - if the Komodo dragon tuns around you must Freeze and not 
move - if the Komodo dragon sees you move the dragon will hiss your 
name - you must swim around the island before starting again to sneak 
up on the Komodos treasure! As soon as one person gets their hand on 
the treasure everyone must swim back to the boat so we can escape 
back to school!

Learning..
To be able to copy and 

perform;
Swimming actions, slow 

movements, fast movements, 
still shapes, moving shapes

Use music 
when you want 

children swimming; stop 
music when you want 
children to enter the 

island!

This is just a 
modified version 

of 'What's the time 
Mr Wolf!'

When on the 
boat can children 

come up with some ideas 
of what may live on the 

island??

When 
leaving the boat can 

children jump overboard 
into the sea? 

Can they show different 
swimming strokes?

When
ever you need to 

brief the children get 
them to swim back to the 

boat, salute them for 
good swimming and 

scouting!


